FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION
PUBLIC AGENDA
Augustus B. Turnbull Conference Center
555 West Pensacola Street, Room 103
Tallahassee, FL 32301

March 13, 2018

Note: Cases shown on this agenda may be heard in a different order. Cases will not be heard before the stated time, but will be heard as soon thereafter as possible; therefore, it is imperative that you arrive promptly and be prepared to be at the meeting for several hours until your case is heard. “Untimed” items may be heard at any time but will not be heard prior to 8:30 a.m.

Lunch will be taken at the appropriate time.

PUBLIC SESSION

I. Roll Call:
Scott Thomas, Chairman
Kymberlee Curry Smith
Sean S. Hall
Patricia Hollarn
J. Alex Kelly
Joni Alexis Poitier
Barbra A. Stern

COMMISSION COUNSEL
Ed Tellechea

II. Review and Approval of Meeting Minutes
November 28, 2018

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT
Scott Thomas, Chairman
Kymberlee Curry Smith
Patricia Hollarn
Joni Alexis Poitier
Barbra A. Stern
March 13, 2018
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(NOT BEFORE 8:30 AM)

III. **CASES**

**AUTOMATIC FINES – Motion for Reconsideration and Automatic Fine**

17-259 Diana Gonzalez-Whyte (BW/SC)

**AUTOMATIC FINES**

17-289 Behavioral Health Awareness of Florida PAC (SS/CK)
17-290 Substance Abuse Awareness of Florida PAC (SS/CK)
17-292 Providing Effective Government for All Residents (KS/CK)
17-305 Democratic Women’s Club of Florida Political Committee (SS/CK)
17-313 Pool Industry Political Action Committee (SS/CK)
17-349 Pool Industry Political Action Committee (SS/CK)
17-350 Florida Rheumatology PAC (KS/CK)
17-351 South Florida Council of Fire Fighters PC (KS/CK)
17-353 Maritime Leadership Committee (SS/CK)
17-367 Florida Optometric PAC (SS/CK)
18-015 OD-EYEPAC (SS/CK)
17-383 Davie Citizens and Firefighters for Better Public Safety (HH/CK)
17-386 Jeffrey Weston Mann (BW/SC)
17-387 MAG Mutual Florida Political Action Committee (SS/CK)
17-388 Florida Gulf Coast Chapter, Associated Builders & Contractors (HH/CK)
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AUTOMATIC FINES – Cont’d

17-389  Cable Television Political Action Committee for Florida (KS/CK)
17-390  Cable Television Political Action Committee for Florida (KS/CK)
17-397  Jeffrey Solomon (BW/SC)
17-422  New Voices Today, Inc. (SS/CK)
17-442  Marine Industries Promoting Access to Citizens (MIPAC) (CO/CK)
17-445  Shevrin Dion Jones (BW/SC)
18-017  Latino Rising (CO/CK)

INFORMAL HEARINGS

15-436  Committee to Amend to Recall (CO/CK)
15-449  Shirley Jean Wheeler (HH/SC)
16-053  Palm Beach Gardens Needs Term Limits (KS/SC)
16-150  Miami-Dade Partnership for Prosperity (HH/SC)
16-153  Ax the Tax (KS/CK)
16-156  Florida’s Committed (CO/SC)
16-500  Emmanuel G. Morel (SS/SC)
16-585  Emmanuel G. Morel (SS/SC)
17-030  Emmanuel G. Morel (SS/SC)
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INFORMAL HEARINGS – Cont’d

16-522   Mary Estime-Irvin (SS/EL)
16-558   Mary Estime-Irvin (SS/EL)
16-581   Mary Estime-Irvin (SS/EL)
16-603   Martin Collins (KS/EL)
16-604   Daniel A. Evans Jr. (SS/CK)
16-636   Felix Ovalle (CO/SC)
17-036   Moise Duge (CO/EL)
17-191   Tynisha R. Barnett (MW/SC)
17-206   Coalition for Better Communities PC (KS/EL)

CONSENT ORDERS –POST-PROBABLE CAUSE

15-448   Telisha Brown AKA Lisa Wheeler-Brown (HH/SC)
15-459   Tom Alte (HH/SC)
16-011   SBMC PAC (MW/EL)
16-151   Raquel Regalado (HH/SC)
16-336   SBMC PAC (MW/EL)
16-622   Tamara K. Goudy (SS/EL)
16-729   Charles Cacioppo (SS/SC)
16-642   Phillip Armiger (HH/EL)
CONSENT ORDERS – PRE-PROBABLE CAUSE
CONFIDENTIALITY WAIVED

17-002  Brian Byrd (HH/CK)
17-178  Brevard Parents Action Committee (SS/EL)

IV.  UNTIMED ITEMS

LUNCH

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT